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What a surprise this summer
was with record breaking tempera-
tures that few of us were probably
prepared for, unless fortunate
enough to have air conditioning.
Having done quite a bit of globe
trotting this year already we 
decided not to go away but I am
relieved now the cooler weather is
here just to be able to sleep well
again. I spent many a sultry night
unable to cool off and therefore
sleep, so my card production went
into overdrive. 

Tropical weather is something
my husband is well used to and
certainly enjoys, for he is a doctor

working in the field of tropical
medicine and frequently travels to
foreign places to teach and under-
take research. Even within his line
of work though, Craft Creations
fans turn up. He was working in
one of his clinics the other week in
London when two of the reception-
ists, Stevie and Blossom asked if 
he was related to Jane who wrote
the editorial in the magazine! I
write articles within the medical
press quite frequently and have
recently had a book published, but
when an internet ‘google’ search is
done on my name the first thing to
come up is an article written for
Craft Creations! 

For those I work with who do
not know me well, this is often
very confusing, but if they were to
see my fabric and card collection at
home they would appreciate that I
have a passion for both. Unfortun-
ately there is little time these days
for the latter, but having a clear 
out recently, I couldn’t manage to 
part with any of these ‘card ingre-
dients’! My excuse – they are there
for my retirement. Who knows,
those that are now somewhat
dated may have done full circle
and be back in fashion once more!   
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Jane Chiodini.

Over the summer I’ve managed
a good line in wedding cards as
several work colleagues have step-
ped down the aisle. All manner of
secret phone calls have gone on 
to obtain dress material from the
dressmaker as it makes a lovely
memento making the card from 
the ‘real’ fabrics and certainly sur-
prises the bride herself!  

This week I celebrated starting
training as a nurse 30 years ago.
How that time has flown. Indeed,
this term as my boys started their
new school term I lost my ‘role’ 
as ‘taxi driver’ as James has now
passed his driving test and is able
to take them on the 40 minute 
journey to school. Change always
takes some getting used to but 
I’ve realised it has in fact freed up
an extra hour each day! 

As many of you will know, this
edition is my favourite of the year
and I fully intend to make as many
cards as I can. 

Warm wishes,



3D Découpage
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1. Cut away the room behind the teds as
shown. Cut between the door and teds,
around the paw and arm as shown. Cut
between the two teds, sticky fix the back
ted into place and glue where shown.
Curve down the other ted’s ears and face.
Sticky fix the whole thing into place using
pads around the doorway and door only
allowing the outer edges to touch the pre-
vious layer.  ❏ = Sticky fixer position.

2. Cut out parts as shown. Sticky fix the
trees by the inside edge only (see fixer
marks), and glue the outer edge. Cut
wreath away from ted, sticky fix into place
and glue as shown. Cut between each
singer, begin with the green one: Cut
between face and music, music and coat,
coat and boot, scarf and hat as shown.
Sticky fix head into place and glue hat as
shown. Fix boot into place and glue where
shown. Sticky fix body into place and glue
where shown. Yellow ted: Cut between leg
and coat, coat and scarf, pole and coat,
scarf and hat. Sticky fix and glue boot.

Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Scissors or knife and cutting mat.
Sticky fixer pads or silicone adhesive. 
3D découpage paper: DC217 to DC222 
(not shown in numerical order).
Card mount: AP48G or AP48U.

How To Make The Cards:
The first layer of each design is a full print. This

should be mounted into the card before starting
these cutting layers, except for DC219 and DC220
which should be mounted into the card after the
layers are worked onto it.

On all the diagrams white lines show where to
cut and red or blue lines show where to glue. Due
to lack of space ‘sticky fix’ of ‘sticky fixer’ have been
abbreviated to ‘fix’ or ‘fixer’ where necessary.

Sticky fixers are too large as they come and
should be cut into about eight pieces or smaller
where necessary. When the instructions call for 
gluing, place the sticky fixer as far as possible 
from the area to be glued.

Sticky fix body, glue coat in two places and
glue hat as shown. Blue ted: Cut between
both boots and coat, and under and over
sleeve. Sticky fix back boot and glue.
Sticky fix 2nd boot and glue. Sticky fix
body into place and glue coat, scarf and
music as shown.
3. Cut out parts shown. Yellow ted: Cut
between pole and ear. Sticky fix whole 
bit into place, glue ear and hand as shown.
Blue ted: Cut between scarf and hat, sticky
fix scarf and glue. Cut between ear and
hat. Gently curve ear up, sticky fix into
place and glue hat as shown. Green ted:
Cut between scarf and hat and be-tween
scarf and arm. Sticky fix hat into place and
glue, fix scarf into place and glue. Sticky
fix arm into place.
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1. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between various holly leaves
in places as shown. At each
cut, curve the leaves either
up or down depending on
how they are painted to
accentuate the cuts. Sticky
fix into place.
2. Cut out parts shown and
sticky fix seed-head into
place. Cut between berries
and flower on the left, the
top cone and mistletoe, the
right cone and red berries as
shown. Sticky fix left berries
into place and glue where
shown. Gently curve the
berries and mistletoe where
cut so they lift above the
pine cones. Sticky fix the
whole thing into place.
3. Cut out the parts shown.
Cut between the mistletoe
and flower where shown.
Sticky fix mistletoe into
place and glue where shown.
Cut between flower and 
bow and sticky fix bow into
place. Cut leaf and yellow
flower from the group then
cut between leaf and flower
where shown. Sticky fix
holly leaf into place and glue
base. Glue yellow flower 
by the bottom edge only 
and gently lift top once dry.
Cut between all the white
flowers and glue right hand
flower petals at the base,
again lifting gently once 
glue is dry. Sticky fix last
two flowers into place.

1. Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix trees into place
using pads on the centre
edges only, then glue 
the edges as shown. Cut
between hand and letter,
blue coat and scarf. Sticky
fix into place and glue
green scarf.
2. Cut out the parts shown.
Blue ted: Cut between hat
and scarf, sticky fix hat
into place and glue at base.
Cut between scarf tails.
Cut between coat and scarf

at front and back, sticky fix into
place and glue front and back of
scarf and back of coat. Cut between
green and brown coats. Green ted:
Cut between coat and scarf and
underarm as shown, fix into place
and glue coat where shown. Sticky
fix boot into place. Brown ted: Cut
between boot and trousers, boot
and hand, between both arms 
and scarf and coat where shown.
Gently curve back hand down
before fixing into place and gluing
boot and back as shown.
3. Cut out parts shown. Sticky fix
yellow hat and green arm into
place and glue both where shown.
Cut between hat and scarf of blue
ted, sticky fix into place gluing
both where shown. Cut head away
from scarf, sticky fix head into
place and glue both sides of face
and chin. Cut scarf from coat and
fix scarf gluing both ends. Cut
sleeve of coat where shown, sticky
fix into place and glue by arm and
back as shown.
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1. Cut out parts shown. Cut
away snowman’s head and
sticky fix into place gluing
chin where shown. Cut
between the two parts of
scarf where shown and
between girls boots where
shown. Sticky fix into place

and glue arm, feet and scarf
where shown. 
2. Cut out parts shown.
Gently fold hat below the
band, sticky fix into place
and glue where shown.
Sticky fix nose into place.
Cut between the two girls
and on the left girl, cut
between face and neck and

shoulder where shown. Cut
under arm and above arm
where shown. Gently curve
the neck down. Sticky fix
into place and glue coat
where shown. On the other
girl cut around the face 
as shown. Cut under the
arm sticky fix into place
and and glue hair and coat
where shown.
3. Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix into place gluing
each where shown.

1. Cut out parts shown. Cut
snow from the umbrella
and set snow aside for later.
On blue ted, cut between
coat and boots and head
and scarf. Sticky fix all into
place and glue blue ted’s
boots and scarf.
2. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between two ted’s bodies

and boots. Sticky fix all
boots into place gluing
black boot where shown.
Sticky fix blue ted into
place and glue paw and
scarf where shown. On red
ted cut either side of scarf
as shown and front of coat.
Sticky fix into place and
glue front of scarf, shoulder
and face where shown.

3. Cut out parts shown.
Sticky fix umbrella into
place and add the snow
saved earlier. Sticky fix
pom-poms into place.
Sticky fix hat trim into
place and glue both ends.
Sticky fix red arm and muf-
fler into place and glue
shoulder. Cut between blue
arm and scarf. Sticky fix
arm into place gluing
elbow. Fix scarf into place,
gluing top.

1. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between the two hats and
faces as shown. Sticky fix
into place and glue back of
snow and back of ted’s face
where shown.

2. Cut out parts shown. Cut
between teds and sledge.
Sticky fix sledge into place
and glue all along top edge
as shown. On front ted cut
the top and bottom of scarf

and under arm. Cut be-
tween the two teds where
shown. Cut either side of
the ear. Sticky fix teds into
place gluing face and scarf
of back ted. Glue scarf and
coat of front ted. Gently lift
ear of back ted. Sticky fix
boot into place.

3. Cut out parts shown.
Glue reins at both ends
tucking the centre under 

the hands, gluing if re-
quired. Sticky fix snow and
ear muff into place. Cut
scarf from coat, cut coat
underarm and cut boot
along line as shown. Sticky
fix coat into place and glue
the front where shown.
Gently curve the leg of the
boot down and sticky fix
into place. Sticky fix the
scarf into place and glue at
the front.



Dill Designs
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By Marjorie Siboldi
This article explains how I make the back-

grounds for my flower designs which I combine
with spider web roses or ready made flowers.
Dill is perfect for this as the leaves are very 
delicate and feathery - like Gypsophila stems, so
just a few beads or french knots stitched on will
complete the effect. Dill leaves are so fine you
can use them straight from picking - there is no
need to press first. 

Materials Required:
Patterned paper bags or transfer paint in 
several colours and a small sponge.
A4 Sheet of White paper.
Dill leaf.
A4 White cotton or polycotton.
2 Bondaweb pieces 11cm square.
Fine White chiffon fabric 11cm square.
Space dyed thin perlé embroidery thread 
and Burgundy embroidery thread.
An iron and ironing board.
Burgundy seed beads.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: DE10U-19, Burgundy.

To Make The Card:
You can transfer print using paint or from pat-

terned paper bags, whichever you prefer. I have
used both methods and
the results are similar. 

Paint Method:
First sponge the

transfer paint onto the
white sheet of paper to
make a strong mottled
pattern something like
the sample shown here. 

Cover your ironing board with an old piece of
fabric to avoid spoiling the cover and set the iron
to fairly hot. Turn the printed paper face down
onto the white cotton or polycotton and iron over
the paper to transfer the pattern to the fabric.

Hold the iron on the paper and press firmly
for about 10 seconds then check the fabric. The
mottled pattern should be faint and delicate
despite the strong
colours on the paper,
but the longer you keep
the iron on the paper
the stronger the colours
will get. The final result
should look something
like the sample on the
right. 

Patterned Bag Method:
Random patterned paper bags are often 

made using paper previously used in the textile
industry to ‘transfer print’ synthetic fabrics, so
this method works better if the fabric you are
transferring to is at least part synthetic. This is
also why any wording or numbers on the bags
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are always reversed. Not all bags will work so if
you have little or no success with one type, try
another, they may work much better. 

Protect your ironing board cover as before
and choose a bag with a suitable pattern. Tear 
the bag open and place patterned side down 
over the fabric. The iron must be hot so you 
may need to cover the paper and fabric with a
piece of cotton to prevent scorching or melting
the synthetic fabric. Press firmly with the iron
keeping it on the fabric and check every 30
seconds or so to see if the pattern is transferring.
If after 2 minutes nothing has happened, either
the bag is not transfer printed or your material
does not have sufficient synthetic content.

Bonding:
Place the fabric patterned side up, peel the

backing from one piece of bondaweb and lay it
centrally onto the fabric with the sticky side
down. Place the dill leaf on top of this and peel
the backing from the second piece of bondaweb
before placing it on the stack also sticky side
down. 

Place a square of fine chiffon on top and
finally place one of the backing pieces peeled
from the bondaweb on top of the chiffon aligning
it carefully at the edges of the bondaweb layer.
This will protect your iron from sticking to the
bondaweb as it heats up. Keeping the iron on a
fairly hot temperature, press lightly until the
bondaweb bonds the layers together. 

This completes the background making a
bonded unit ready for you to decorate using
flowers combined with beads or stitching. 

Spider web
roses are made
from space dyed
thin perlé thread
or from three
strands of stan-
dard embroidery
thread. Using a
single strand of
any thread stitch
little spider web
stars (each approx
1cm across) onto
the dill leaf where each flower will be placed, see
the picture above.

Thread the needle with the space dyed perlé
and tie a knot in the end. Bring the needle
through from the back of the fabric at the centre

of one of the
webs. Weave the
needle under
and over the
threads working
round in circles
until the rose
looks full and no
more spider web
thread is visible
at the edges.
Take the needle back through the fabric and 
fasten off at the back.

Work all the flowers in the same way then
continuing with the space dyed thread, work
french knots between the roses. Stitch burgundy
beads onto the background around the roses and
a few between them as well.

Above: For this arrangement I have snipped a string of
lace daisies into singles, these are stitched into place
with a single bead in the centre. In this instance I have
used white cotton french knots between and around the
flowers to give a light, airy effect. 



In The Pipeline
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By Joan Pyall
Because I wanted the very glossy finish of

Astralux card I used single fold cards for these
designs and covered the stitchwork at the back
with an insert sheet. You can do the same or use
double fold cards without apertures (DF01U), but
these only come in the standard whites, not the
Astralux gloss.

Glitter pipe cleaners are fairly easy to get 
hold of near to Christmas from toy shops or large
stationers. The cards are perfect for making with
small children but you may have to help with the
stitching.

Materials Required:
Glitter pipe cleaners: Gold, Silver, Red and
Green.
Needle and thread (thread colour 
to match pipe cleaner).
Gold Label greetings, letters, stars and dots.

Christmassy sequins. 
Silver glitter and a glue stick.
UHU Clear adhesive.
Card mount: SF01U-62 Astralux Bright White.

To Make The Cards:
Choose the design you would like to make

and lay the pipe cleaner onto the relevant dia-
gram on the next page. 

For the star design, simply bend the pipe
cleaner to shape and trim to length, then use
new pieces of pipe cleaner for the star trails. The
wine glass is bent in one piece. Start at the top 
of the stem and work round the glass, down the
stem and around the base. Make the cherry by
rolling up a short length of green and cut a
length of red for the stick.

For the arch window, start at the lower right
and bend the top part of the frame. Bend round
to the to the left at the base and twist back to the
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right to form the lower edge. Cut
the pipe cleaner at the right hand
edge. Cut separate pieces to make
the bars, these will be joined to
the main frame by the stitching
later. 

For the tree use separate pieces
for the stem and each of the bran-
ches. Bend the branches as shown
twisting each round the stem in
the centre. The pot is simply bent
to shape with a pattern inside it 
if desired. 

Stitch the pipe cleaner shapes onto the card using
sticky tape to hold the thread on the back. You only need
to stitch in a few places as the pipe cleaners are quite stiff.
For the window design, stitch the frame onto the card
then place the bars inside the window and stitch at each
end. 

If you are going to use glitter as a decoration rub the
glue stick over the area and sprinkle the glitter over it.
Decorate the cards using sequins, stickers, dots, stars etc.
as desired. 

Actual Size



Shining Stars
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By Pam Goodwin
These unusual cards are made from

small collages of paper, fabrics and 
metals, sometimes with the addition 
of stitching, the central star being an
embossed rubber stamp design or a star
cut from shiny card.

Materials Required: 
A variety of papers: handmade, 
wrapping paper, foils, tissue etc.
Metallic or transparent fabrics, nets or 
ribbons, sequin waste gives a good effect.
Star design rubber stamps.
Clear embossing stamp pad.
Gold and Silver embossing powder.
Heat gun.
Metallic machine embroidery thread.
Copydex spray mount.
Card mount: DEC6U or DEC7U.

To Make The Cards:
For the holographic star designs simply

draw a star freehand and cut it out, it doesn’t
have to be perfect as a little unevenness often
works pretty well with this type of design, or
use the diagram to make a template. 

Rubber Stamping:
Start by stamping and embossing lots of

stars onto a variety of papers. Hint - it’s 
better to use smooth paper for this part as
the surface of hand made paper is often
hairy. Hold the stamp in one hand and the
ink pad in the other and ink the stamp by
patting all over with the pad. 

Hold the stamp over the paper and press
straight down, apply a firm even pressure
and be careful not to ‘rock’ the stamp, then
lift straight up off the paper.

Fold a piece of plain paper in half and
unfold again to make a crease line and place
the stamped design onto this. Sprinkle the 
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gold or silver embossing powder over the star, tip
it around and tap gently until the whole image 
is covered. Tip off the excess powder, tapping 
gently to remove any dots on the background, if
they really won’t come off, use a fine paintbrush
- make it only just damp and it will pick up the
dots of powder. Never just leave them as they
will notice much more after embossing. Tip the
excess embossing powder back into the container
using the crease line to funnel it in.

Protect your work surface with plenty of
paper to prevent damage then emboss the stars
using a heat gun. Hold the gun a little away from
the card and keep it moving slowly over the
design. Watch carefully and as soon as the design
embosses, stop heating and put aside to cool.

Tear or cut the paper to a square shape, tear-

ing will give you a softer outline which looks
very good when combined with mulberry paper.
Cutting is more formal and is often better if you
want to contrast with the background rather than
blending with it. 

Now the fun bit – start making little collages
with either the rubber stamped or holographic,
stars mixing different paper, fabrics, metals etc.
Try covering sequin waste or course mesh with a 

Actual Size
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fine mesh to soften the pattern. Metallic tissue or
hand made paper makes a really good bottom
layer, but there are an infinite variety of ways to
combine the different materials.

You can just stick it all together, but on many
of my designs, particularly the holographic paper
and fabric ones I use a straight or zigzag machine
stitching to join everything together. This is not
only great for adding extra texture, colour and
interest but there are often times where materials

are difficult to stick - in these cases stitching
is definitely better. 

When your collages are complete, stick them
onto your chosen card blanks. I rarely put a
greeting onto the front of the cards as I feel it
can detract from the designs. You could add a
greeting or further embellish your work with
silk paint outliner or glass paint outliner. Just be
creative and enjoy yourself, there are endless
possibilities using this basic idea. 



Window Dressing
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By Joyce Park
As I sell my cards to donate money to Christie

Hospital for Cancer Research, I am always trying
to find new ways of producing cards without too
much cost. These four I consider to be cheap and
cheerful as well as being easy to make. If, like
me, you buy the little books of self adhesive
postage stamps, the border left behind is just
right for these little window designs.

Materials Required:
Découpage pictures: DC161,
DC162, DC163 or DC164.
Postage stamp borders.
Scraps of coloured paper
6cm x 6cm.
Small length of strung pearl
beading.
Wording stickers.
Waved edge scissors.
Sticky fixers: ADH05
P.V.A. Craft adhesive: PVA01
Card mount: SF03U in colour of your choice.

To Make The Cards:
Each of the découpage papers mentioned

above are larger than the stamp frame which I
have used as a window but the little scenes are
perfect for selecting these smaller areas from to
use as a pretty focal point.

Peel the stamp frame from the booklet and
hold it above the découpage scene of your
choice. Move it around until you have the
desired area framed neatly, then stick into place.
Trim the excess picture from around the outer
edge of the frame and glue onto the card mount. 

Using waved scissors trim one edge of the
6cm square of paper. Snip a length of three or
four beads from the beading and glue onto the
centre of the cut edge of paper so a couple of
beads hang down from the edge. Loosely roll the
opposite end of the paper to make the top of the
blind, leave approx. 2-2.5cm unrolled. Flatten 
the top slightly and glue the blind onto the top 
of the window leaving the unrolled part free.

Decorate the card using the pretty border mo-
tifs which come with these découpage pictures or
old Christmas card pictures, mount them onto
the card with sticky fixers for added depth.
Finish with a peel off greeting.



Starburst
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By Cynthia Hardy

Materials Required:
Deckled panels: PCD1W-53 Bockingford
White and PCD3U-23 Deep Green.
Red card 5cm x 5cm.
Scraps of Black and White card. 
Gold lace-makers wire or 
fine beading wire: FLA07-01.
Gold Label stickers: ZL175U-72 stars and
XL410U-02 Merry Christmas with gifts.
Happy Christmas Sticker.
Black felt tipped pen and a ruler.
Tracing paper and a pencil.
Sticky fixers: ADH05.
12mm Double sided tape: ADH16.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: DEC1U-23 Deep Green.

To Make The Card:
Trace the chimney pieces including the

brick pattern from the diagram using pencil.
Turn the trac-
ing over onto the red card and
retrace over the chimney stack
and bricks. Retrace over white
card for the snow and black for
the inside piece. 

Cut out all the pieces making
sure not to leave any pencil lines
round the edge as this will be the
right side.

Using a black felt tip and a
ruler to keep the lines neat draw
the bricks onto the chimney stack
over the pencil lines already there.
Glue the snowy top onto the
chimney.

Cut five wires 9cm long and
three wires 8cm long. Lace-mak-
ers wire is very stiff and will be
naturally curved and smooth
from unwinding. The beading

wire is fairly stiff but will bend
much more easily as you
unwind and measure it. If it is
not as smooth as you would
like, run it between your finger
and thumb
pressing quite
firmly. 

Stick pairs
of stars back to
back over one
end of each
piece of wire as shown. Stick an
extra pair of stars onto five of
the wires approximately half
way along. Use different sized
stars for variety as desired. 

Place a sticky fixer pad
sticky side up on the worksur-
face. Lay the empty ends of the 

Actual Size
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wires onto the pad curving them out to make a
starburst effect. Place a long wire at each end and
a short one near the centre with some long and
short ones either side to make a starburst spray.
Stick a strip of double sided tape over the pad to
hold the wires in place. 

Slip the pad through the hole in the chimney
pot, lay it flat and check to see that the wires fit
naturally and look good then remove the backing
from the tape and stick to the back of the chim-
ney. Glue the black card to the snow at the back
of the chimney by the top edge only.

Stick the larger deckled panel centrally onto
the card front and the smaller one centrally onto
this. Stick a star onto each corner of the white
panel. Peel the backing from the pad and stick
the completed chimney onto the card, the lowest
point of the stack should be approximately 2.5cm
from the bottom of the green panel. 

Peel and stick a few gifts onto the card so 
they look to be bursting out of the chimney 
and add a few more stars onto the green panel
beneath the chimney to finish.

Here are two similar ideas for you to try. I
have given you a diagram for the stocking which
is cut from red and white card. The design is
made in much the same way and is mounted
onto a selection of panels in different colours.

The present is a 3cm square cut from white
corrugated paper and the stars are punched from
green foiled paper. The design is mounted onto
two different colour panels.

Actual Size



Sandie Goble
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Designer Profile
I made my first greetings cards two

Christmases ago, inspired by Blue Peter! 
My little boy, who is

now 3, was just a few
weeks old when I saw
their yearly Christmas
card slot and thought
what a nice idea it
would be to make all
my Christmas cards
instead of buying them.
It wasn’t until the
following Christmas,
when I again made all
my cards, that I thought about taking it a bit 
further and making more of a business of it.

I used to
work for an
insurance 
brokers in
London, but
really grew
to hate being
answerable to
someone and
always hoped
that one day I

would find something that I
could do from home for myself,
rather than have to return to the
rat race. Making cards certainly
seems to fit the bill!

Once I started to get ideas
for card designs, they just
seemed to keep coming, often
inspired by cards in the Craft
Creations magazine.
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I swim a mile once a week and it’s usually
then that I come up with new ideas for cards -
that hour is the only time I have when I’m left to
my own thoughts. 

I did my first ‘event’, a small local craft fair
before Christmas last year when I was seven
months pregnant with my second baby. I have
now done several craft fairs and have had
several card parties at my home, inviting friends
and neighbours. 

I have recently also sold cards to a couple of
shops. It has been difficult, however, over the last
few months to devote all the time that I’d like to
making cards, having 2 young children. Evenings
have become precious time for me. 

I’m never going to make a fortune making
and selling cards, it’s definitely more of a hobby

than anything else but I would like to try and
make more of it once the children are a bit older

and I have more time to
devote to it.



Pinhole Poinsettia
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By Jean Ryder

Materials Required:
Tracing paper: TR001.
8 Gold seed beads: BEA34.
Single needle pricking tool:
PGT011.
Perforating mat: PGA004.
Clear sticky tape and 
masking tape.
Madeira metallic threads: 325
Gold, 315 Red and 357 Green.
Card mount: DF03U-45
Hammer White.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram

below and mark each dot taking care not to
allow the paper to move while you are working,
use a little masking tape to hold it still if 
necessary. 

Place the opened card face up on the perforat-
ing mat. Position the traced design centrally onto

the centre panel of the card and fix in place with
masking tape. Prick each hole going right
through the tracing paper and the card using the
single needle tool. When you are sure all the dots
are pricked, carefully remove the tracing paper.

Fasten all thread ends on the back using clear
sticky tape.

Actual Size
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1. The red part of the
poinsettia is worked
first. Bring the needle 
up through the hole
marked 1 on the dia-
gram. Pull the thread
through and fasten the
end on the back with a
little sticky tape. Take
the needle down through hole 2.

2. Bring the needle back
up through hole 1 again
and go down through
hole 3.
3. Bring the needle back
up through hole 1 again
and down through 4.
4. Come back up
through 1 and continue
working round the
bract until all holes are used. Work the remaining
bracts in the same way.

5. Work the leaves starting from each tip. Begin
at the vein marked 1 on
the diagram. Bring the
needle up at hole 1 and
take it down through
hole two.
6. Bring the needle up
at hole 3 and down at
hole 4, up at hole 5 and
down at hole 6. 

7. Continue working
down the leaf in this
way to the end. Then
beginning at the tip of
the leaf again work in
the same way down 
the other side.
8. Bring the needle 
back out at the top 
centre point on the 
leaf marked A on the 
diagram and work the
centre vein as follows.
Miss hole B and take
the needle down
through C. 
9. Bring the needle back
up at B and down at D. 

10. Take the needle up at C and down at E.
then continue to work along the vein until it is
complete. Work the remaining leaves in the same
way following steps 5 to 10.

11. Stitch the greeting in backstitch using two
strands of gold thread.
12. Stitch a 
little cluster of
eight beads
into the gap in
the centre of
the bracts also
using gold
thread.

Run a line
of glue around
the back flap of
the card blank
and fold over
the back of the
work to finish.

1

2 3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

11

12



Silhouette Gift Tags
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By Catherine Collet-
Matringe

These silhouette shapes can be cut
very quickly and combined with mul-
berry paper and gold stickers to make
pretty hand made Christmas gift tags.

Materials Required:
Scherenschnitt/silhouette paper: SCH01.
Carbon paper.
Fine paintbrush: PBR01.
Gold cord, 12cm length per tag: BRD02.
Small sharp scissors and deckle 
edge scissors.
Scraps of paper: Gold, Yellow, Red, 
Blue and Green.
Scraps of Mulberry paper: M02A4 White, 
M05A4 Bright Red, M17A4 Mid Blue, M07A4
Mint Green and M08A4 Moss Green.
Gold Label Merry Christmas stickers: XL214U-01.
Gold Label mixed stars: XL175U-01.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive and a gluestick.
Gift Tags: SFT5U-62, Astralux Gloss White.

To Make The Gift Tags:
Cut panels of mulberry paper to fit the front

of the gift tags using deckled scissors, each panel
should measure 4.2cm x 7cm. Glue a deckled
mulberry panel onto the front of each gift tag
blank using the glue stick to avoid any patches
showing through the mulberry.

Place the tracing paper over the diagram and
trace over all the lines. Place the carbon paper
ink side down over the white side (back) of the
silhouette paper with the tracing on top. Retrace
over the lines to transfer them.

Retrace any gold, yellow, red, green or blue
pieces over the appropriately coloured paper. 
Cut out all the pieces using small sharp scissors.

Using the fine paintbrush, lightly brush the
back of the silhouette paper with P.V.A. glue and
stick onto the mulberry panel in the appropriate
colour for the design. Add the coloured detail
pieces brushing glue onto the back of them as
before.

Add a gold sticker star to the top of the tree
and three stars above the present. The presents
can be decorated with small hand cut dots  and 

Actual Size Actual Size Actual Size
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stars as I have, or you can use peel off stickers for
these as well. Place a Merry Christmas sticker
above each design. 

Cut a 12cm length
of gold cord and
thread it through the
hole in the gift tag, tie
into a loop to secure.

These very small
silhouette designs 
look lovely if used
together to create
panel type cards too!

You can use 
mulberry paper
behind the panels
instead of behind 
the design. Cut the
paper for a sharp,
crisp edge or tear it
for a softer more
gentle look. 

To get a really 
nice fluffy edge when
tearing mulberry
paper simply use 
a fine paintbrush
dipped into a little
water to make a wet
edge in the shape 
you want to tear.
Then gently pull
away the excess
paper. Flatten the
damp edges gently
with your fingers
and allow to dry.

For a more con-
trasty look, mount the
silhouettes onto white
panels and stick these
onto a large black
panel. Then use with
a Christmassy
coloured card
mount.

Actual Size Actual Size



Golden Baubles
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By Joan Chatfield

Materials Required:
Gold Label stickers: XL170U-01 chain borders,
XL318U-01 motifs, XL323U-01 ribbon borders
and bows, XL443U-01 holly sprigs.
Lacé template: LCT17 four circles.
Masking tape.
Sharp craft knife and cutting mat
Pencil, ruler and a rubber.
Plastic folding and scoring tool: LCT102.
A4 Sheet of Stardream Gold card.
6mm Wide double sided tape: ADH13.
Card mount: SF01U-18 Deep Red.

To Make The Card:
Place the gold card onto the cutting mat and

lightly mark four dots onto it with a pencil to
show the centre of
each bauble. Measure
down from the top
and across from the
right hand edge of 
the card (this will be
the card front when
folded). Make the first
dot at 9cm down and
11cm across and the
second dot at 6cm
down and 6.5cm
across. The third dot
is marked at 12cm down and 3.5cm across and
the fourth at 15.5cm down and 7.5cm across.

Place the top left circle on the template over
the card centring the dot marked on the card
with the cross in the
centre of the template
circle and keeping 
the template square to
the card. Hold the
template in place with
a little masking tape.

Cut through each
slit in the circle using
a sharp craft knife,

start cutting at the point in the centre of the slit
and cut out toward one edge, then go back to the
point and cut out toward the other edge. Check
carefully that every slit is cut through (often this
is easiest to see from the back) then remove the
template from the card. Place the template over
the other marked dots in turn and cut as for the
previous circle.

It is important to score each cut before folding
to give a smooth, accurate fold. Place the ruler at
the bottom of the cut and run the scoring end of
the tool along the
ruler. Note, only score
the two arms of the
triangle to be folded
and not the card
between them. Score
all the way round one
bauble before moving
on to the next until all
the lines are scored.
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Using the folding end of 
the tool pick up the point of 
one of the large triangles and
slip the tool under so the flat
edge aligns with the score on
each side, then fold upwards
pressing the tool against the
fold to crease firmly. Leave this
folded triangle loose for now. 

Fold the next triangle in the
same way then tuck the point
under the small triangle in front
of it. Work your way round the
circle, folding and tucking each
point into the triangle ahead of
it. Tuck the first triangle into the
space left by folding the last
one. Work the remaining three
baubles in the same 
way. Gently rub out
the pencil dot in
the centre of each
bauble.

Turn the card face
down and mark the
centre along the long
edge at the top and
bottom. Place a ruler
along the marks, use
the scoring tool to
score a fold line then
fold the card.

Fold the red card
mount and trim 1cm
from the long open
edge cutting through
both the back and
front. Run a line of
double sided tape
along the back of the
gold card close to the
fold, peel off the
backing and part
fold the front of the card so it is just past the upright posi-
tion. Place the folded red card into the gold as you would
for a paper insert, holding the outer card as described will
ensure you don’t place it too close to the fold which
would prevent the outer card from folding properly. 

Decorate the front of the card using Gold Label 
stickers as follows. The XL323U sheet needs cutting
before removing from the backing to make it join nicely
on the card. The bow border from the bottom of the sheet
is used for the left hand half and either the middle or top
bow border for the right hand half. Cut the bottom bow

border where shown (above) and peel
off the large piece. Place this onto the
top left of the card front.

Cut the middle or top bow border 
in the same place but on the left edge
rather than the right. Peel off the large
piece and place onto the top right of the
card front with the join just touching 
the first piece. 

Peel off the small piece left from the
bottom bow border and place over 
the join with the bow upright.

Next add the chains. Measure the gap
between the top point of the bauble to
the lowest point directly above it on the
bow border and cut a length of chain to
fit. The lowest bauble crosses through
the middle one, measure and cut two
separate lengths for this. 

Peel and stick the small bows from
XL323U to the top of each bauble over
the chain. Peel and stick motifs from the
designs on XL318U underneath each
bauble. 

The little dots to the side and below
each motif are peeled from the waste
material left on the ribbon bow sheet.
Peel and stick a holly sprig from XL443U
onto the centre of each bauble.



Molten Wax Colours
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Quick Encaustic Art Cards
By Michael Bossom 

Encaustic Art has become a familiar if unusual
hobby art over the past decade and if you have
not yet tried it then it’s time to make ironing a
pleasure in your life and have a go! 

The results that you can get by working onto
the sealed painting card and melting wax colour
onto the low heat iron are truly fascinating, but
the magical process has more in its favour,
because even after the waxes have cooled and 
set you can still re-melt them just by a touch of
the iron. 

It really is fun to do for anyone and you can
forget that old “I can’t paint” excuse - with this
stuff you can’t avoid achieving interesting and
surprising results.

Follow the guidance of Michael Bossom, get
in touch with your own unique creativity and
send your friends and family some cards they
will enjoy and hopefully want to keep for a very
long time.

Materials Required:
Encaustic Painting Iron (best not to have a coated
base and definitely no steam holes!): ECT01.
Painting card – use the specialist encaustic 
painting card to start: ECC04.
Encaustic wax block colours – there are 48
colours in this range so experiment.
Clean disposable underpaper (old computer
paper is ideal).
Double sided tape to fix it all together: ADH13.
Scissors (a cutting mat with knife or a paper
trimmer are handy too if you have one).
Aperture or single fold cards of various sorts.

To Make The Card:
Let’s keep this first card type very simple. In

fact it is just a quick process of setting up a work
space with the disposable paper on a flat table,
then getting the iron plugged in and heated up 
to a LOW temperature (about 75ºC or “Nylon” 
on a travel type iron). 

Once you are ready
to start, get a painting
card that will fit your
card aperture or is even
a bit bigger. Lay this
painting card on the
working area and then
choose what colours of 
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wax you are going to use. These orange, brown
and black colours are inspired by autumn leaves
and give a warm glowing feeling. The waxes
really do shine out their colours.

Load the iron in
bands across the
upturned base plate
and be sure to keep it
flat or watch out for
dribbles! For an A6
card you just need to
fill the surface of the
painting iron and that
will be about the right amount of wax.

Spread the wax
across the card, you
want the iron to float
on the wax, so don’t
press down, glide
across the surface
lightly.

Starting at the top
left corner, place the
iron gently down on
the waxed card with
the tip trailing and
then move the iron
backwards lightly so
that the tip swivels
from side to side as
you move in reverse.
This should leave a lovely wriggly pattern be-
hind – the bigger the movement in the swivel 
of the tip the bigger the curves of the wriggle
pattern left behind. Lift the iron off the work
area at the end of the stroke.

Next, use the iron
with the tip pointing
forwards and again
start at the top left
corner. Place the iron
flat onto the card, and
then gently lift it off
again. An imprint of
the iron with some
“foliage” like effects should appear. Move the
iron along a bit then place it down again and lift
off so that you create another iron filled form.
Repeat this action over and over until you have 
a row of these effects across the card.

Let’s do the same thing but this time using
the square back corner shape of the base plate to
make the marks. Turn the card 180º and place the

iron with the back
edge slightly over-
hanging the left side
of the card, then lift
off and move along
about 2 cm. Place the
iron again until you
build up a row of this
type of marking.

After a few 
seconds when the
wax has cooled you
can polish the card
with a piece of soft
tissue to bring the
sheen back to the 
surface and make the
colours shine brightly.

The iron is cleaned
whilst warm simply
by wiping with soft tissue. You can “wash” it if
you like by melting on some clear wax and 
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re-wiping it until no
further signs of dirty
wax appear on the
clean tissue.

NOTE: Never use
water to clean these
electrical items.

The final piece is
a simple but very

effective patterned card. These pattern com-
binations and colour choices enable anyone to
succeed in making impressive and rewarding
artwork that looks much more
involved and time consuming
than it really is to do. 

NOTE: The wax surface can
be sealed with a wax sealer that
is brushed on a bit like a var-
nish. This type of coating will
help prevent finger marks etc.
on the surface.

Try different colour combinations and see
how many varieties of pattern marks you can
devise. The finished card can be mounted in a
single colour aperture card. It could easily be 
displayed in numerous attractive ways or cut 
up into shapes or smaller pieces to be used in
smaller aperture cards.

Once you have started to experience the ease
and speed with which encaustic art wax colours
can be used to create fascinating artwork you
will want to explore more colours and inves-

tigate new ways of using the
iron to form other effects and
patterns. 

Everyone in the family can
enjoy making wax cards togeth-
er. So go on, treat yourself to an
amazing activity that is simple
to start, quick to do and lots of
fun – it’s very addictive too!



Robin Silhouette
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By Debbie Brown

Materials Required:
Thin White card 12cm x 14cm.
Holly and berry sequins: SEQ20.
Gold glitter glue: GLI44.
Silhouette paper 9cm x 9cm: SCH01.
Tracing paper and carbon paper.
Scissors or a knife and cutting mat.
UHU Clear adhesive (Black top): ADH01.
Card mount: AP49G-HC-GO-29, 
Dark Blue/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Glue the white card into the mount behind

the aperture and glue the card closed.
Place the tracing paper over the diagram and

trace the robin. Lay the tracing over the white
side of the silhouette paper and slip the carbon
paper between them with the ink side down.
Retrace over the lines to transfer them to the 
silhouette paper.

Cut out the robin and glue him into place on
the white card in the aperture. Run a thick line of
gold glitter glue along the top of the branch on
both sides.

Glue the holly sprigs onto the branch and
card mount using UHU glue and working very
carefully to avoid smearing the wet glitter glue.

Make sure the glitter
glue is thoroughly dry
before putting into an
envelope or bag or it
will tend to stick and
spoil your work.
Left: The background is
sponged onto textured
card then decorated with
white snowflakes. I used
the spare dots from the
snowflake sheet to add
tiny dots of snow as well.
The leaves are cut from
green paper, covered with
glue and sprinkled with
translucent glitter, the
greenish colour is from 
the card showing through.

Actual Size



Candle Wreath
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By Mary-Anne Luscombe

Materials Required:
A4 Paper: Mid Green and White.
Gold shiny card 8cm x 13cm.
3mm Quilling paper: Red, Cream and 
Light Green.
Quilling tool.
Small sharp scissors.
P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: AP02G-GO-23 Deep Green/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Use the diagram to make a template for draw-

ing round if you want to make more than one
card, if not trace and transfer the lines as usual
then cut out the gold oval. You can use a gold
AP07 offcut or draw around the inside of an
AP07 aperture to very simply get an oval shape.

It’s a little shorter and fatter but works if you
take care when placing the florets. 

I have left the front of the card unglued to
allow the design to ‘sit in’ a little. Fold the card
and glue the oval centrally onto the flap behind
the aperture.

Florets:
Make 12 of these. Each floret

is made from a 1.5cm wide x
21cm long strip of mid green
paper. Turn the paper to land-
scape format, mark out 12 x
1.5cm strips across the long
side of the paper and rule lines
from top to bottom, the narrow
width of the paper is just the
right length for the strips.

Fold one strip of paper in
half to make a long narrow
strip, see diagram right.

Actual size
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Cut the top off the strip of
paper at an angle making
sure the folded side is on the
right as shown, place your
strip over the diagram and
mark the angle if it helps. 

Snip all along the folded
edge, the cuts should be very
close to each other, just about
1.5mm to 2mm apart and
should stop approximately
three quarters of the way
across the width of the strip.
As you reach the bottom, cut
right across to remove the
lower triangle as shown.

Feed the top point
(i.e. the point on the
open edge of the strip,
not the folded edge)
into the slot in the
quilling tool, and roll
the strip up. As you
roll, the cut points will
bend out sideways to
form the floret. Glue
the end so it does not come unrolled.

Glue a floret onto the top centre of the oval,
positioning it so the top of the base is aligned
with the top edge of the oval, or just 2mm to
3mm above if using an offcut. Place a floret at the
bottom centre of the oval, aligning the bottom
edge of the base with the edge or just 2mm to
3mm lower if using
an offcut.

Place five florets
along each side so the
outer points just cross
each other (otherwise
it will look a bit
gappy), then glue
them into place.

Flames: 
Make 3 of these

from 1⁄2 strips of red.
Roll the paper onto
the tool, drop the coil 
off the tool and allow to 
un-wind a little then glue 
the end. Pinch at one end 
to make a point twisting
slightly to shape the flame.

Candles:
Make 3 of

these. Start with
a 7.5cm x 10.5cm
piece of white
paper, turn the
paper to land-
scape format. 

Roll the paper
around a 5mm
knitting needle
and glue the end. 

Cut the top 
to an angle as
shown but leave
the candles long
for now.

Place the
flames onto the
gold oval at the desired height and glue into
place. Hold the candles over the lower florets,
starting with the centre one and cut to length
before gluing the back edge and slipping into
place under the florets.

Christmas
Roses: 

Make 3 of these.
Begin by making five
tight coils from 1⁄2
strips of cream and
glue the ends. Gently
push the centres out
to form a short cone
shape, the pointed
end of a pencil is 
useful for this but 
be careful not to mark
your work. 

Gently flatten the
coil to make an oval
petal shape.

Glue the five
petals together in a
circle. Make a tight
coil from a 1⁄4 strip of
pale green and glue
the end. Make sure
the petal circle is ‘pushed’ side down with the
‘dips’ at the top and glue the green coil onto the
flower centre. Glue the three flowers into place
on the design to finish.



On A High Note
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By Renee Guest
Materials Required:
3mm Quilling paper: Black, Brown, Dark Brown,
Light Brown, Red, Bright Green, Yellow and
Dark Green with a Gold edge.
1 Pair of 3mm joggle eyes: TRM01.
Gold Label stickers: XL175U-02 Stars and
XL065U-02 Merry Christmas (similar).
Glitter powder: GLI25 Pearl.
Tweezers and a small paintbrush.
Sheet of paper, Blue stamp pad and sponge.
Quilling tool and P.V.A. Craft adhesive.
Card mount: AP07G-SI-30, White/Silver.

To Make The Card:
Place the opened out card mount face down

and using the blue pad, lightly sponge over the

left hand flap to make a blue background. Run a
line of glue around the edge of the coloured flap
and another around the back of the aperture.
Fold the coloured flap behind the aperture, press
firmly and allow to dry.

Place the folded card face up on a sheet of
clean paper which has been folded in half then
unfolded again. Lightly brush slightly diagonal
trails of P.V.A glue across the coloured area,
squiggles are fine too but try to keep all the 
lines at roughly the same angle as they will
look neater.

Sprinkle the glitter powder over the glue
lines, tip and tap the card to distribute the pow-
der then tip the excess powder back onto the
sheet of paper. Funnel the spare powder back
into the container using the crease in the paper. 
I have also glued on some tiny, pearly coloured
sequin stars to enhance the glitter. Actual Size
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Most of the shapes used in this design are
based on closed loose coils. Wind the paper onto
the tool, drop the coil off the tool and allow to
unwind a little then glue the end applying the
glue with a cocktail stick. 

The above diagram shows the basic shapes
used in the design worked from loose coils.

Fold a length of dark brown in half and glue
to make a double thickness strip. Cut a 7cm
length and snip each end to taper. Curve gently
to the shape of the branch and glue into place on
the prepared card mount. Cut two more lengths
2cm long and taper each at one end. Glue them
onto the branch by the non tapered ends. 

Make two robins using the lengths, colours
and shapes shown in the diagram above and
glue the pieces together where they touch, see
the diagram for position. The beak is simply a
small diamond folded in the middle as shown.

Turn the pieces of the second robin over so
the robin faces the other way and assemble as
before. Glue the two robins onto the card so their
feet are resting on the branch and glue an eye
onto each.

Make the five small
leaves using 1⁄6 lengths 
of bright green as shown
in the diagram and glue
them onto the design
using the assembly dia-
gram to guide you.

Make the two holly
leaves using a 1⁄2 length 
of dark green/gold for
each. The holly berries
are made from tight
pegs, wind the paper
onto the tool and glue
the end before removing
so it stays tight. Make
three berries from 3cm
lengths of red. Glue them into a sprig with the
leaves on the corner of the card mount.

Using a 1⁄4 length of black for each, make the
two musical notes as shown. Wind one end six
turns onto the tool and hold tight for a moment
(to give a tighter curl once released). Wind the
other end so the curl 
is on the opposite side
of the paper, bend as
shown then glue into
place on the card.

Stick the silver star
and Merry Christmas
onto the card using the
photo for positioning.



Recycled Trees
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By Babs Inwood
Each year the Christmas cards I receive get

more glitzy and attractive with many foiled
designs that just look too good to throw out after
Christmas is over. I like to re-use as many as I
can and thought you might like to see some of
the results I have come up with.

Materials Required:
A selection of old Christmas cards.
Sequin wording.
Sequin stars.
Sticky fixers.
Coloured paper or foil for backgrounds.
UHU Clear adhesive (Black top): ADH01.
Card mount to fit the design.

To Make The Cards:
The best Christmas cards to use are obviously

those which include foiled and embossed areas,
but you can get lovely results using pretty, plain
designs with dimensional glitter paint or glitter
glue to add the sparkle. 

If you happen to receive two (or more) cards
of the same design, good news - these are really
useful for recycling and you can make lovely 3D
cards from them.

Above: The border and tree come from the same card.
I cut the tree and background from the centre and
mounted it straight into the aperture. The border was
just the right size to fit the card and the white of the
mount makes a nice contrast. The sequin wording is
glued onto the card and the star is sticky fixed into
place to make the design more three dimensional. 
Left: The background was cut from one card and 
the tree from another. The tree and card mount are
decorated with sequins and glitter glue. A pretty 
ribbon bow is tied around the pot.
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Right: The red
background paper
is mounted into the
aperture. The inner
edge of the tartan
paper is cut to fit
around the aperture
and the outer edge
is trimmed with
deckled scissors.
Gold glitter glue 
is used to add
sparkle and hide
the join between
the background
and border. The
tree is cut from a
card and stuck on using sticky fixers. 
Below: I had more than one of these cards so I
was able to make this 3D design. The green 
background is mounted into the card. The origi-
nal tree is green and covered in gold foiled holly
leaves, I used a complete tree for the first layer.

The second layer is a cut down version of the
tree and the top layer uses the individual leaves
which were cut from the middle layer. All layers
are mounted using sticky fixers.
Above: A piece of pretty foil is glued into the
aperture. The three layers of tree on this card 
are actually taken from three different designs.
As long as the basic shape and colour are
approximately the same, this works just as well
as duplicate cards. All layers were mounted
using sticky fixers and as these were plain cards I

dotted glitter glue over
the trees. Decorated
with a sequin star,
wording and a pretty
bow.
Left: Red paper is
mounted into the 
aperture and the first
layer of tree glued on
top. The trees are from
different cards like the
previous design and
the other layers are
sticky fixed in place.
The pot is cut from a
piece of embossed foil.



Mix & Match
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By Jo Crouch
Our latest batch of ‘filled’ Christmas stickers

are great to use just as they come and we are sure
you will enjoy making lovely Christmas cards
with them. We had so much fun trying them out,
and mixing & matching the colours that we just
had to show you some of our results - hopefully
they will inspire you to give it a try.

We are not going into detail about how to
make each one as mostly they are very easy, but
a few pointers will help to make your mixing
and matching easier. 

Each sheet of
stickers is all one
colour with a gold,
silver or multicolour
edge. All the stickers
we used are holo-
graphic, but the plain
vinyl colours will
work just as well. 
To make these mix
and match designs,
you need a sheet 
of stickers in each
colour you want to
use to make up your
design. The dotted lines inside the main outline are

used to either cut or tear along wherever you
want to change colour, then simply replace with
sections cut from other colour sheets. Some bits
will tear quite easily whilst others definitely need
cutting (you may have to waste a sticker or two
to find out), any cutting is best done while the
sticker is still on the backing sheet. 

Leave (or
replace) any bits
you don’t use 
on the backing
sheet as they 
will be useful
for making other

mix and match
combinations. 

Many of the
motifs such as,
crackers, crowns,
baubles etc.) can 
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be made from
any of the
colours, so there
is no waste. The
motifs which
look best when
mixed to make
each part in the
‘correct’ colour
such as, mistle-
toe, holly or
Christmas trees
can still look
lovely in the
‘wrong’ colours,
for instance in a
blue and silver
‘themed’ card,
they would work
nicely, so even these pieces need not be wasted.

If you are working directly
onto the card, stick the first
piece of sticker on and add
the other pieces around it. Put
small pieces of sticker onto
the point of a scalpel blade to
make placing them really easy. If you are making motifs to dangle

from threads or which you want to
mount using sticky fixers, you will need
to have something to assemble the cut
pieces onto. If the motif is symmetrical,
simply use an uncut motif sticky side
up to place the cut pieces onto. For other
motifs use part of a clear polypropylene
card bag to stick the pieces onto. This is
very easy to do and it won’t notice if

you leave a narrow
border around the
sticker when cutting 
it out.



Ice Maiden
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By Joan Chatfield
This design was kind of made up as I went

along using ink I picked up in a craft shop and
other items I had in my workbox. I used an easy
grid (regular mesh) and designed the border to
fit around the painted design. This means the
holes are not spaced to fit a multi prong tool so
you will need to pierce each hole singly. If you
are experienced with an easy grid you may be
able to work without marking it out.

Materials Required:
A5 Parchment.
Daler Rowney Pearl ink: Turquoise and White.
(other brands of ink/paint can be used. For
instance, Pergamano colours PGC040 mixed
50/50 with PGC042 Turquoise & Pearl White
gives a very similar effect).
Coloured pencils: Pale Pink, Red, White 
and a very fine lead pencil.
Mapping pen and nib: PGA020.
Tinta Ink: Black, Sepia and White.
Perforating/embossing mat.
Single needle tool: PGT011 and parchment 
scissors: PGT016.
Medium embossing tool: PGT008.
Paintbrushes, medium and fine.
Seed beads: Turquoise, Clear and Pale Blue.
Various stickers in Silver, White or Multi on
Silver, suitable items are: small stars, 
snowflakes, tiny flowers etc.
Fine needle and Silver or Clear thread.
Masking tape.
Card mount: SF01U, in the colour of your choice.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over diagram 1 tape 

in place with masking tape. Use black ink on the
mapping pen to trace the pupils and eyes, then
use sepia to trace the eyelids, eyebrows, face
neck and nose. Use a very fine lead pencil to
draw the mouth line and dimple on the chin as
well as the outline of the lips.

Using this close
up photo to guide
you, colour the face
and neck with pale
pink pencil. Colour
the lips with red
pencil and add a
touch of colour to
the cheeks. With all
of these, work in a
simple, light way
as overstating makes the face look grotesque, in
fact, it is well worth practising on a spare bit of
parchment until you get the effect just right. On
the back of the parchment add the tiniest touch
of turquoise as eyeshadow and lightly colour
over the whole face and neck using white pencil.

Now place the work face down over diagram
2 aligning the face, and tape to keep in place.
Using white ink on the mapping pen, mark out
the border design and the holes on the hair.
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(If you prefer, both the hair painting and holes on
the hair can be done freestyle, in which case just
mark out the border). Remove the work from the
diagram once all the dots have been marked.

The next stage is to paint the design, if you
would rather not get paint on your copy of the
magazine, cover it in a large piece of cling film
first, place the cling film over the whole maga-
zine and wrap round at the back overlapping the
edges so it clings to itself. Tape your work face
up over diagram 1 again, sticking the masking
tape onto the cling film. 

When painting it is important not to try and
get a good colour density in just one layer, the
paper will become too wet and buckle up, so
gently does it. Expect to paint four or five layers
of colour, with a little drying time between the
coats. 

Test your chosen inks for colour on a spare
piece of parchment as the colour in the bottle can
turn out to be darker than it looks. Most can be
diluted with white pearl if too intense. 

The diagram shows roughly where to paint
each colour, your brush strokes will soften the
appearance. Begin with white and paint out from

the face in a flowing style taking the colour into
the border design, but don’t go beyond the inner
two rows of XX’s. The paint will not look very
white at this stage, but don’t overload it.

Now work the turquoise from the border into
the centre, working between the white swirls,
again the colour will look very pale at this stage.
Continuing with turquoise, paint the first coat
over the border working out a little beyond the
outer edge of the border. 

Now you have the first layer of colour over
the design you can remove your work from the
magazine if you like. Tape it onto a white surface
or a piece of white paper while you paint the
other layers to keep it flat. The paints will dry
quickly, so it is not quite as long winded as it
sounds. Once you are happy with the paintwork
and it has dried, place the design face down on a
perforating mat.  

Use a single needle tool to perforate the
marked holes in the hair and the border design.
Keeping the design on the
mat, emboss a dot between 
all the four hole groups, and
emboss a line in the gaps
between all the eight hole bars
(i.e. the solid areas shown in
this close up picture).

Use the embossing tool to very, very lightly
emboss the face. The swirls in the hair can be
emphasised by lightly embossing flowing lines if
desired. 

Now, still keeping the work face down on the
mat, begin the cutting (how to cut instructions
for beginners are given after this section). Snip
between each of the four hole patterns on the
border to form the X’s, bars and squares. 

Begin with the four hole patterns all round
the inside of the border then work out towards
the edges. The excess paper around the design
helps to keep the paper stiff so cut the V’s
around the edge last of all. 

The outer edge is snipped across the work
as usual. Snip between each pair of holes as
described but to make the excess paper come
away cleanly you also need to snip across all the
joins between the pairs, this means cutting into
the tops of some of the crosses in the border
pattern.

The following are extra cutting instructions
for beginners. Cutting is done with the work flat
on the mat and inserting the scissor points into

Diagram 1 Actual Size
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the two holes (of
each four) which
are furthest from
you (the little ‘V’
of parchment left
between the
holes makes the
‘X’ shape when
all four sides have been snipped),
work down each row snipping the
pairs of holes furthest from you in
each set of four.

Turn the mat
and the work
through 90o and
snip the pairs of
holes which are
now furthest
from you in the
same row to cut
the second ‘V’. Turn and cut the
same row twice more to finish the
‘X’ shapes. 

The third row out is slightly
different as it is made up from ‘bars’
of eight dot patterns and open boxes
on the corners. These are snipped in
the same way as the four holes, but
you also have to snip the adjoining
centre pairs. So snip between the 1st
two holes, move the scissors across
by one hole only and snip between
the 2nd and 3rd holes, move across
by one more hole and snip between
the 3rd and 4th holes.

Stitch the beads into place using some of the
punched dots which follow the swirls of the 
hair with a few randomly scattered as well. Use
mainly darker beads around the face and paler as
you work outwards but with some of each colour
in the randomly placed ones to add variety.

Stitch the design onto the card mount through
the holes in the border design as follows: Place
an unfolded card onto the perforating mat with
the design centrally over the front panel, hold in
place with a little masking tape. Use the single
needle tool to perforate the card through pairs of
crosses in one row, I have used the double row 
of crosses near the outer edge of the border.

Leaving the design taped to the card, pick it
up and make diagonal stitches across the pairs of
perforated holes (see close up right), there is no

need to stitch across the corners but you can if
you like. Cover the stitching with an insert sheet
or a sheet of paper glued over the back.

Using the main photograph to guide you,
place white snowflakes (XL442U-08), small stars
etc. around the hair. Some of the small multi on
silver stars (colour 07) have a lovely turquoise
colour on the edge which tones perfectly with
the colour of the paint.

I made this card using a folded piece of
Stardream, this colour is no longer available but

you may be able to
get something simi-
lar. The design also
looks really good on
a frosty Stardream
quartz card.

Diagram 2 Actual Size
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Royal Jewels

By Pamela Vickers
The random colour effect is

created by using a multicolour
thread. Substitute the ‘Royal
Jewels’ thread with ‘Holiday’
from the same range if you
want a more traditional ‘red 
and green’ design.

Materials Required:
22 Count White Hardanger 
fabric.
Caron Collection watercolour
thread: Royal Jewels.
DMC Gold thread.
DMC Cotton Perlé 550, Purple: 
in thicknesses 5 and 8.
15cm Gold cord.
Gold metal charm.
Wadding 14cm x 9.5cm.
Gold Label Merry Christmas: XL065U-01.
Card mount AP02G-GO-30, White/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Stitch the design using the chart for placing and
colours. The small motifs in the Merry Christmas
square are each made from a french knot and
three lazy daisy stitches. Stitch the motif onto the
top left pattern square using the loop at the top.
Stitch the gold cord around the present and tie in
a bow at the top. Cut the wadding to fit into the
aperture and mount the design into the card in
the usual way.

Actual Size
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Above: Pat Yeo, Somerset. 
Silk flower and bead bouquet
tied with some organza ribbon
mounted over a gold offcut
and trimmed with stickers.
Right: Mary Crooke, South
Yorkshire. Message panel is
made from an offcut and labels
which is laid over a patterned
background of pressed petals
covered with acetate.
Below: Brenda Smith,
Humberside. Small bits of fabric are used for the
panels interspaced with white card and topped with 
a ribbon rose. The edge of the card is coloured with
gel pen.

Above: Mary Gibson, Bristol.
Layers of fabric sewn together
and then cut, with “distressed”
sequins.
Right: Brigid Hutchinson,
Hertfordshire. Background
panel of hand made paper with
small panels of mulberry paper
decorated with stickers.

Above: Mary Graves, Dorset. 
Paint stamped images from natural items
like leaves and small fruits, highlighted
with white paint veins.
Top Centre: Sara Miller, Essex. 
The card and panels have been punched
with a flower punch and tied together with
raffia, extra flowers punched from the pan-
els have been used as decoration along the
bottom. Small circles punched from holo-
graphic paper are glued in the centre of
each flower.
Centre: Joan Fenwick, Enfield. 
Découpage design with extra leaves added
around the frame. The wording is calligra-
phy, cut out with shaped scissors to make
panels.
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Above Left: J. Simpson, Merseyside.
Tea bag border around a tea bag pic-
ture. Glitter glue trims the aperture
with labels, sequins and bow.
Above: Bernice Harden, West Yorks.
Panels of Kraft paper and Hessian
overlaid with wheat, oats and tatted
flowers.
Far Left: Edith Burdett, Essex. 
Leaf cut from parchment coloured
with felt pens and gel pens. Panels
behind are cut with deckled scissors
and I have drawn around these with
gel pens once they were mounted.
Right: Rose Mc.Partlan, Ireland.
Chinese Style letters printed onto hand made paper with a patch
of cork and a wooden toadstool. The leaf and red flashes are
labels.
Left: Peggy Pickering, Middlesex. The owl, branch and leaves are
hand painted and glazed then mounted in front of a CD on a
black panel.
Below Left: Suzy Queree, Kent. Tea bag design mounted on a
punched flower panel with a dot of glitter glue at the points.
Below Centre: Ginny Adams, Bristol. The background for this
card is an old birthday card and quilled roses decorate the mount.

Below Right: Karen Moule, Essex. I have used a small maple leaf stamp
with a metallic ink pad to 
randomly stamp over the card
mount and a larger stamp and
the same ink pad to make a
panel which is backed by pur-
ple mulberry paper.
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Above: Chris Keys, Essex. Card face is randomly
stamped with a flower design with a panel of
printed card trimmed with labels to hide the
edge, decorated with a silk flower head.

Below: Mrs. P. Payne, Hampshire. 
I have trimmed the front panel of the card so it
is narrower than the back and cut motifs from
old cards which I have glued on. I have pricked
a line down the left edge to balance the cut edge.

Right: Jane Page, Suffolk. This lucky black cat is
sewn and stuffed then stitched onto fabric which
is mounted into the card. The cat can be snipped
from the background to keep.

Far Right: Millie Groves, Devon. Rose label
painted on parchment using pearl paint with a
parchment background.

Below: Elsie Davies, Manchester.
Background wording stitched on Aida
with hand knitted booties mounted into
a lace trimmed aperture. Decorated
with a ribbon rosebud, beads, ribbon
and a sticker.

Above: Kathleen Pickard, West Yorkshire.
Découpage design with rubber stamped greet-
ing. Inside the card
is a bookmark in a
similar design with
a poem.
Right: Margaret
Aird, Ayrshire. Pyro
graphed design on
a piece of Burr Elm.
Far Right:
Mrs. C. Watkins,
Kent. This card is
made from junk
mail, the leaves
being cut out and
glued or sticky 
fixed for extra
depth.
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Above: Debbie Lorenzelli,
Manchester. Deckled panels of 
silver and white, the edges of the
white panels are coloured with
silver pen dots to complement the
silver stickers.
Right: Margaret Hogg, Tyne & Wear.
The netting and silver 25’s were
given to a friend of mine in the
form of a favour basket at a 25th
celebration. As you can see I recy-
cled some of the favour, couldn’t
use the sugared almonds though!
Below: Gill Phelps, Cheshire. 
I designed this card after a stay in
hospital when I would have very
much appreciated a card like this. It
has been drawn and cut out, then layered
onto the card mount.

Above: Mavis Bettley, West Yorkshire.
This is my version of Valerie Pretty-
man’s design featured in an earlier mag.
It is made with strips of quilling paper
over a mulberry background.
Top Centre: Jean Wrake, Devon. 
As a hoarder I have many odd bits 
of thread, so decided to put them to
good use. Change the initial to suit 
the recipient for a personal touch.
Top Right: Joyce Mc.Bain, Cheshire.
Deckled panel overlaid with a scrap of
wrapping paper and a smaller panel.
The flower is hand drawn.
Centre: Cynthia Hardy, Essex. 
Panels of corrugated card, silver card
and a printed background sheet with a
silk rose, a heart cut from corrugated
card and organza bow to decorate.
Left: Mrs. S. Heller, Norfolk. 
Quilled crinoline lady with parasol.
After gluing to the card I have outlined
the design with silver and added dabs
of glitter glue.
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